
Display Port cable 2x Male, Vention HCABH 8K 60Hz, 2m (black Ref: 6922794743991
Display Port cable 2x Male, Vention HCABH 8K 60Hz, 2m (black

Vention HCABH 2xDisplay Port male-to-male video cable, 8K 60Hz, 2m (black).
Need a cable that allows you to transmit video and audio in great quality? Vention offers a dual version 1.4 male Display Port cable that
guarantees 32.4 Gbps bandwidth, 32-bit/1536KHz audio transmission, and supports 8K quality video! It allows bidirectional transmission
and supports multiscreen display. Vention is sure to serve you for a long time! The gold-coated connectors are resistant to oxidation and
repeated use. The cable along its entire length has been reinforced, as well as coated with a special braid, so it doesn't get tangled and
shows greater resistance to pulling.
 
Fantastic image quality
The cable offers a transmission speed of 32.4 Gbps and is distinguished by a high refresh rate, so the image is displayed in excellent
quality and does not stutter. This is especially important for gamers who appreciate smooth movement on the screen. What's more, the
cable supports dynamic HDR, making the viewed images even richer in detail!
 
Even better sound
With this cable you can enjoy detailed, surround sound. The product offers 32-bit/1536KHz transmission, which means you'll be able to
hear background sounds clearly, or locate your opponent based on the sound of his footsteps.
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Wide compatibility
The cable will allow you to play 8K quality video and provides high-level audio transmission, but it also supports lower resolutions, so you
can use it with a wide range of devices, enjoying interference-free transmission! The cable supports Mirror mode, where you can display
the same image on two screens. You can also use it to display two different images in Extend mode, and use it in multi-screen mode.
 
 
Manufacturer
Vention
Model
HCABH
Color
Black
Interface
DP 1.4 male ; gold-coated
Throughput
32.4 Gbps
Refresh rate
1080P @ 240Hz; 2K @ 165Hz; 4K @ 144Hz; 8K @ 60H
Audio transmission
32-bit/1536KHz
Dynamic HDR
Yes
Multi-screen display
Yes
Cable length
2m
Cable
Tin copper
Coating
Zinc alloy
Coating
Aluminum foil + mesh
Braid
Nylon mesh
AWG
28AWG

Preço:

Antes: € 15.498

Agora: € 14.50

Acessórios para computadores, Video, Cabos
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